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Business Intelligence Analyst

Ravago  is a privately held Belgian-origin group of companies and active in polymer and

chemical & life ingredients distribution, building materials, recycling and compounding of

plastic and elastomeric raw materials.

Today, Ravago is the number one service provider in the global market of plastics,

rubber and chemicals serving more than 60,000 active customers through 325+ locations

across more than 65+ countries worldwide. This all would not have been possible

without the help of its +9,000 employees.

Purpose of the rol

Define, develop, maintain, and improve the analytical skills of the organization by developing

data sources, dashboards, visual analytics, and reports to key stakeholders.   You will be
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expected to leverage your data analysis, data architecture, and data visualization abilities to

put together compelling dashboards that drive actionable insights rather than providing raw

data. 

Opportunity

Designing, writing, and implementing dashboards, data visualizations, reports, and

governed data sources by:

- delevering actionable insights trough data visualization 

- assessing, interpreting and analyzing customer needs and requirements 

- identifying and filling gaps between user wants vs user needs 

- helping build a culture that fosters analytics over data 

- designing data models/queries using SQL to be loaded into BI software

Manage and organize time, information, and resources effectively using JIRA,

Confluence, TopDesk, and other ticket management software to meet deadlines and

respond to requests on a timely basis;

Build and design scalable data models for Tableau Dashboard development;

Maintain corporate/company design standards in Tableau Dashboards;

Identify and implement Tableau Server best practices regarding data security, published

data sources, groups, and project organization;

Adding enhancements and improvements to existing dashboards and reports;

Ensure data accuracy and resolve data inconsistencies;

Training and rollout of new dashboards for user acceptance and adoption;

Training end users on dashboard function, scope, and purpose;

Work collaboratively with cross-functional teams to implement reporting solutions driven by

business requirements;

Recommend, identify, and standardize KPI metrics and dashboards across multiple

companies;

Ad-hoc analysis, troubleshooting with users, and administrative support as necessary.



Background

Bachelor's degree in Business, Analysis, Computer Science, or IT related field preferred

Intermediate experience in Tableau Desktop and Tableau Server

Minimum 2 years of experience in developing data visualizations: Tableau (preferred),

PowerBI

Intermediate experience with various query languages: SQL, Oracle, DB2

Intermediate experience with SQL Server Management Studio, DB Visualizer, or other

DB tools

Intermediate experience designing data models through writing queries

General experience/understanding with Business Objects, ETL processes, Tableau

Prep

Excellent analytical & problem-solving skills

Experience with workflow tools/concepts, such as Alteryx a plus (but not required)

Must be comfortable dealing with ambiguity and working with large disparate databases/data

sources

Proven communication skills (verbal and written) and ability to establish relationships and

collaborate with a diverse set of stakeholders

Understands how to manipulate and organize data for better reporting layouts

Ability to engage effectively with both business and technical stakeholders

Great team work and demonstration of initiative / ownership

Ability to identify process and application improvements
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